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modo bass is a versatile virtual instrument for bass
guitar designed to create highly authentic and realistic
basses. you can choose from a classic all-tube amp and
1x15 cab, or you can choose a powerhouse solid-state
model with a 4x10 cab. each amp gives you full control
over gain structure, eq (with mid-frequency adjustment

on the tube amp), and additional fine-tuning options with
a graphic eq. in addition to this, you can control the

amount of the overdrive in the amp channel, which you
can also fine-tune by using a graphic eq. with modo bass,
you can create an unlimited variety of bass sounds. this

is made possible by the innovative modo drum
technology, which removes the limitations of traditional

drum sample libraries, which is the new standard for
realistic, natural and custom drum tracks. want to give

your bass track a lift try going fretless. modo bass 2 adds
the ability to make any bass in your collection a fretless*
model. its an impressive feature you wont find anywhere

else, instantly adding a distinctive vibe to your bass
sound without the intonation challenges players face on
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a fretless. explore the tonal possibilities of this game-
changing new control. first, you can choose the actual

number of strings on all models (4, 5 or 6) to determine
the note scale range of the bass. in modo bass you can

easily turn any 4-string model into a 5 or 6 string bass at
a click of a mouse. in addition, with the drop function,

you can extend the range of any model even further. the
drop option tunes the lowest string one tone lower,

bringing it from e to d (or from b to a in the case of a 5 or
6 string setup). besides extending the range of the bass,
this loosens the string giving it a particular behavior and

tone. drop tuning is typical in hard rock and metal.
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modo bass includes a complete set of dynamic touch
sensors, including fret, ppj, and ric. you can also drag the

touch bar and start making fretswitches, or use any of
the included presets. modo bass is the first virtual

instrument which includes a built-in fretboard which,
rather than inaudibly clicking in place, responds

dynamically to your technique! simply play along with
modo bass and see the response in real time and hear
the instrument move to mimic the action of a real bass
guitar. modo bass is complete with a complete set of

dynamic touch sensors, including fret, ppj, and ric. you
can also drag the touch bar and start making

fretswitches, or use any of the included presets. modo
bass is the first virtual instrument which includes a built-

in fretboard which, rather than inaudibly clicking in
place, responds dynamically to your technique! simply
play along with modo bass and see the response in real
time and hear the instrument move to mimic the action
of a real bass guitar. one of the most special features of

modo bass is the ability to listen to all the tones you
make on the instrument before you apply any effect.

normally, on any other virtual instrument, you have to
make the tone first and then apply the effects. modo

bass sounds real, lets you make creative musical choices
as you play, and provides extensive control over the

tone. modo bass lets you dynamically create all tones,
from the gritty, to the clean, from the loud to the soft,

from the overdriven to the clean, etc. for improved bass-
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guitar feel modo bass comes with an auto-harmonic
feature that automatically detects the harmonic

overtones of the lowest notes in a bass line and uses the
proper partials for an even more realistic bass tone. even

without a slapback effect or amp tone shaping, modo
bass has the same tonal characteristics as a commercial

solid-state bass amp. the advantages of its tube-amp
modeling are enhanced by an unprecedented 16db -

18db of eq range that can be fine-tuned dynamically for
maximum sound quality. bass line dynamic range (dbr)
gauge also shows maximum dynamic range at a glance.
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